Through analysis of CORDIC algorithm principle, the CORDIC algorithm structure of pipeline architecture is designed in rotate mode. And the IP core of sine and cosine trigonometric function calculation from 0°to 360°is implemented through hardware description language VHDL based on the QuartusII software environment.
Design requirements:
The evaluation of trigonometric function is an important operation in scientific calculation and engineering design, frequently used in scientific and technological fields such as trigonometry, evaluation of quadratic equation, two-dimensional modeling, error calculation, numerical analysis, probability statistics, image processing, etc. The operational process is complex and arithmetic speed is significantly lower than other operations. In particular, it is difficult to implement hardware. For this reason, people are always looking for an algorithm, which is preferable to hardware implementation, so as to improve the arithmetic speed of trigonometric function. CORDIC algorithm [1] is a currently accepted relatively ideal algorithm.
At present, the hardware implementation of a certain algorithm mainly relies on complex programmable logic device and field -programmable gate array (CPLD ／ FPGA, Complex Programmable Logic Device／Field Programmable Logic Device). Arithmetic speed and occupied chip area are main technical indicators measuring the quality of a certain algorithm. Although COImIC algorithm has been able to evaluate trigonometric function with hardware satisfactorily, there might be still a certain room for improvement due to its complexity. Thus, the arithmetic speed of trigonometric function can be increased and occupied chip area can be reduced. Therefore, the research work of this paper has certain theoretical significance and practical application value.
CORDIC algorithm principle in rotate mode
The basic idea of CORDIC algorithm is to approach required rotation angle with shifting and addition and subtraction through a series of fixed and cardinal number-related angle deflections. Functions, that can be calculated with different implementation modes of this algorithm (like rotate mode, hyperbolic curve mode, linear mode), includes multiply-divide sine square root, cosine arc tangent vector rotation (namely complex multiplication), and exponent arithmetic, etc.
Set a vector (x1, y1) and a new vector (x2, y2) can be acquired after the rotation of θ -degree, shown in Figure 2 
If there is an angle θ coinciding with vector (x n , y n ), the angle θ can be achieved after N steps of rotation from starting vector (x 0 , 0), which is illustrated as: 
CORDIC design of pipeline organization
Implementation schemes of rotate mode CORDIC include iterative structure and pipeline organization. The scheme based on iterative structure requires one group of units of shifting and addition and subtraction calculation. The hardware expense is low but it is relatively difficult to control. Besides, it requires several clock periods to finish one CORDIC operation. It is difficult to meet the requirements of high speed. And it also requires to be latched. As for the scheme based on pipeline organization, each level of iterative operation uses an individual set of operation unit. Compared to the scheme based on feedback structure, the pipeline organization has a fairly high processing speed. A group of results will be calculated in each clsock period when pipeline is full, and it is easy to control. The maximum rotation angle θ = , which fails to cover the range from 0° to 360°. Therefore, pre-process units need to be added, so that IP core could calculate sine and cosine of any angle value from 0° to 360°. Set the input angle as z. specific rules are discussed in the following four situations. Transformational rules are shown in Figure 4 -3. Table 4 
